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ARABIC—GENERAL

Paper : GE/CC-3

Full Marks : 65

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

as far as practicable.

     1 .    Answer  any ten of the following:                                                                         2×10=20

(a) What is the meaning of  ?

(b) How many verses are there in  ?

(c)    — About whom was it revealed?

(d) What do you mean by  ?

(e) Write down the name of any two books of  ?

(f) What did Ibn Umar (RA) give the A'rabi? 

(g)   – Who said this and about whom did he say?

(h) Where did     and his family live in Persia? 

(i) When did the Prophet deliver  ? What is  ?

(j) Who was   ? What was the name of his elephant?

(k) Why did   come to Mecca? And what happended to him

(l) Where is   taken from?

(m) What do you mean by   ?

(n) Name any two books  of  .
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(o) Who was  and who was   ?

(p) What do you mean by  ?

2. Translate into English or Bengali any two of the following:   :              10×2=20

























(b)
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(d)
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3. Answer any two of the following :                      2×10= 20
(a)  Give an account of the life of Abdur Rahman Rafat Busha  and estimate his article

   . 

(b)  Give a short biography of the  Prophet Hazrat Mohammad (Peace be upon him) 
  and summarize the gist of his teachings regarding the rights of the parents as     

           you read in the book.

(c)  Describe the background of the verse   
  and describe the       

           incident as you read
.

(d)  Narrate how   embraced Islam and how he adventured a long journey to 
          search out the predicted Prophat Mohammad (Peace be upon him)  .

 4. Write short note on any one of the following :                                                  5×1=5

 (i)                 

  (ii)               

  (iii)              
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